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Abstract 

An introductory review is given on the project of the Asymmet
ric Energy B factory at KEK. First, the motivation for B factory 
is discussed. The most interesting and important topic there is the 
measurement of CP violation in other than the K-system. Thus, CP 
violation in the B decays is reviewed rather extensively, especially on 
how the angles of the unitarity triangle can be measured at an asym
metric energy B factory. Then the B factory project at KEK is briefly 
reviewed.. 

1 Physics Motivation for a B factory 

1.1 W h y B factory ? 

In the last two decades, we have seen a great achievement in high energy 
physics, namely the establishment of the standard model (SM). It is based 
on the principle of gauge invariance, and we are enchanted by its beauty 
and simplicity. It also produces various predictions. They have been tested 
against enormous amount of data, none of which seem to give contradictions. 

Yet, the crucial mechanism to give masses to particles are to be uncovered. 
Further, the SM cannot at all be considered as the ultimate theory. There 
are too many arbitrary parameters first'of all. (Some of them have not been 
well determined, notably the phase that cause CP violation.) 

Thus, we have to vigorously search for hints of the physics beyond the 
SM. Toward that goal, we have two frontiers in high energy physics. 

( 1 ) Energy Frontier 

(a) Accelerator ( ~ 103 GeV ) 

facility 
HERA 
LEP-II 
SSC, LHC 
JLC, NLC, . . . 

collider 
ep 

PP 
e+e~ 

physics objectives 
WRI leptoquark, Structure functions, . . . 
W*, gauge couplings, higgs, . . . 
The origin of mass, top-quark, SUSY particles, . . . 
the same as above 
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(b) Non-accelerator ( ~ 1015 GeV ) 

facility 
Super-Kamiokande 
(50 kt water Cherenkov detector) 

physics objectives 
r(nucleon) > 1034 year, solar v, ... 

( 2 ) Luminosity Frontier 

factory 
B factory 
(SLAC, Cornell, KEK) 
T/C factory 
4> factory (DA$NE) ' 

cms energy 
~ 10.58 GeV 

3 ~ 4 GeV 
~ 1.02 GeV 

physics objectives 
CP violation, rare decays, ... 

rare decays, ... 
CP violation, rare decays, ... 

The physics at the energy frontier is of course very important and must 
be pursued intensively, although it takes more and more time and money 
nowadays to build such facilities. The most important issue there is to un
derstand the origin of mass, and to look for hints of the Grand Unification. 
Also super symmetry may be there waiting for the discovery. 

The physics at the luminosity frontier is complementary to this and will 
help deepen and widen our knowledge. Thus both frontiers must be inten
sively investigated. 

The B factory project at KEK is not just in the direction of the luminosity 
frontier: it is going to be the first asymmetric energy collider in the world, 
which is a great technical challenge by itself. The reason for the asymmetric 
energy is described in section 3. The project is just about to materialize, and 
we are very excited at its physics potential. 

There are excellent reviews [1-8] and reports of detailed studies [9-11] 
on the physics at an asymmetric energy B factory. My talk given here is 
mostly based on these materials, and intended to give a fresh audience an 
introductory review on the B factory project at KEK. 

1.2 What is B factory? 

A B factory is an c+ e~ collider where we want to study at least an order 
of 108 B meson decays, by initially fixing the cms energy at the T(4S) reso
nance, namely at 10.58 GeV. We need such a large number of events because 
the B branching ratios of interest are all very small; typically ~ 10-4 or 
less. The total hadronic cross section ( Drell ratio R) is shown in Fig. 1.1. 
Cross sections of interest are summarized in Table 1.1, and Table 1.2 gives 
properties of £?-mesons [12]. 

The integrated luminosity of 100/6 -1 is needed to accumulate 1085 de
cays, which takes about five years if the average luminosity is 2- 1033c?7z~25_1 

and physics runs are about 1/3 of the calendar year (107s). Eventually, the 
luminosity is to be increased to 1034cm -2s -1 . Achieving this much luminos
ity is not at all trivial; the beam currents must be increased by about two 
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There are excellent reviews [1・8]and repo巾 ofdetailed studies [9-11] 
on the physics at an asymmetric energy B factory. My talk given here is 
mostly based on these matel'ials， and intended to give a fresh audience an 
introductory review on the B factory projecもatKEK. 
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A B factory is an c+ e-collider where we want to study at least an order 
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S-I. Achieving this much luminos-
ity is not at all trivial; the beam currents must be increased by about七wo
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10.5 10.7 10.9 11.1 
CENTER OF MASS ENERGY (GeV) 

Figure 1.1: R in T(4S) and T(5S) resonance region 

process 
e+e- -> T (4S) 

e + e - —> continuum 

e + e - —> T+T~ 

(Ttot ( n b ) 

1.15 

2.8 

0,S 
44 

comments 
Br(5S B^d ) ~ 45 % 
Br(£+ B~) ~ 55 % 
uu, cc, dd, ss 
(major background for B study) 
vr mass, . . . 
17° < 0Lab < 150° 

Table 1.1: Cross Sections at T (4S) 
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Figure 1.1: R in T( 4S) and T(5S) resonance region 

process σω(nb) comments 

e+e-→ T (4S) 1.15 Br(B~ 可)'" 45 % 
Br(Bt B~) '" 55 % 

e+e-→ continuum 2.8 U官，ce，dd，.5吉

了

(ma.jor background for B sも凶y)
e ー'eー-→ Tー・T- 0.8 v，!" mass， ..， 
eー'eー-→ eーre- 44 170

く OLαbく 1500

Ta.ble 1.1: Cross Sections at T (4S) 
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B-mesons 

m 
si 
B°s 

spin-parity 

o-
0" 

o-

quark content 
(bd) 
(bu) 
(bs) 

mass (MeV) 
5278.7 ± 2.1 
5278.6 ± 2.0 

53 7S ? 

life time (ps) 
1.46 ± 0.19 
1.46 ± 0.19 
1.05 ± 0.32 

cT(/im) 
438 
438 
315 

Table 1.2: Properties of B-mesons 

orders of magnitude from those at TRISTAN. To Run experiments at such 
high luminosity is not trivial, either. We must first make sure that the beam 
related backgrounds are within a tolerable range, as discussed in section 3. 

Interests in B physics may be divided into the following. 

( 1 ) CP violation studies in other than the K-system 

CP violation is predicted to be large in the B-system in the stan
dard model, but has not been observed so far. This possibility is the 
strongest motivation for an asymmetric energy B factory. Detailed 
studies of CP violation in the B-system may reveal hints on new physics. 

( 2 ) Good Laboratory to apply QCD 

The b-quark mass is heavy enough to apply the perturbative QCD. 
HQET (Heavy Quark Effective Theory) by Isgur and Wise have been 
found very effective [13]. 

( 3 ) Precision study of FCNC (Flavor Changing Neutral Current) 

Studies of rare decays may be a window on new physics. 
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orders of magnitude from those at TRISTAN. To Run experiments at such 
high lumiuosity is not trivial， either. We must first make sure that the beam 
related backgrounds are within a tolerable range， as discussed in section 3. 

Interests in B physics may be dividcd into the follOlving. 

( 1 ) CP violation studies in other than the I¥-system 

CP violation is predicted to be large in the B-system in the stan-
dard model， but has not heen observed so far. This possibility isもhe
strongest motivation for an asymmetric energy B factory. Detailed 
studies of CP violation in the B・systemmay reveal hints on new physics. 

( 2) Good Laboratory to apply QCD 

The b-quark mass is heavy enough to apply the perturbative QCD. 
HQET (Heavy Quark Effective Theory) by Isgur and Wise have been 
found very effective [13]. 

( 3 ) Precision study of FCNC (Flavor Changing Neutral Current) 

Studies of rare decays may be a window on new physics. 
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2 CP violation in B decays 

2.1 CP violation 

Almost thirty years have passed since the first discovery of the CP violation 
in A'0 decay, and still we have not gone beyond the A"°-system in the study. 
Also, it is not yet clear whether direct CP violation exists or not. We discuss 
in this section CP violation in the B-system, since its detailed study is one 
of the major physics goals at a E factory. 

There are three types of CP violation discussed so far, which may or may 
not be related to each other. 

( 1 ) Baryon dominance in the universe 

CP violation is one of the important ingredients in explaining the 
baryon asymmetry in the universe. This is considered to have hap
pened at the very beginning after the birth of the universe. 

( 2 ) Strong CP problem 

Non-perturbative instanton effect produces infinitely degenerate QCD 
vacua (0-vacua), which induce CP violation. Experiments, however, 
place stringent limits on CP violation in the strong interaction. A 
famous example is the electric dipole moment of the neutron, whose 
limit is reaching at 10 - 2 6e • cm. A particle axion is invented to cure 
the problem [14], but extensive searches have excluded the existence 
except for very narrow range of the mass and the coupling. 

( 3 ) The CKM phase in the Standard Model 

A complex phase cannot be eliminated in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix which describes the weak charge current for three 
generations of quarks. It has been proposed that this single phase is 
the cause of CP violation [15j. Then, it is predicted that the CP viola
tion in the B system is large and measurable. Its detailed studies may 
yield a new insight to the a'bove. 

CP violation phenomena are essentially "complex", i.e. often considered 
in the complex plane. Then amplitudes are pictorially represented in the 
plane by means of triangles and higher order polygons. 

CP violation in B system can be divided into two types. 

( 1 ) Direct CP violation 

The CPT theorem insures the equality, 

T(B -» all) = T(B -* all). (2.1) 
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But, when CP is violated, a partial rate of B —-»• / and that of its CP 
conjugate may be different: 

T(B-+f)?T(B-+7). (2.2) 

Nature "cleverly" makes up this difference to restore the equality of 
the total rate (eq. (2.1)). 

( 2 ) CP violation through the B°B^ mixing 

A B° meson mixes with a B meson because the weak interaction 
(charge current) does not conserve flavor. Because of this, a B state 
will appear from an initially pure B° state and vice versa. 

Denoting the time evolution of an initially pure Ba state by B®hys(t), 
CP violation induces, 

nB°phys(t) - fcp) # r(B*phys{t) -> fcp). (2.3) 

Namely, there is a time dependent rate difference for the initially pure 
B° and B states to decay into the same final state of a CP eigenstate. 

The basic formalism and ideas behind the CP violation measurements are 
given in the following section. 

2.2 CKM Matrix and Unitarity Triangles 

2.2.1 F o r m a l i s m 

In the Standard Model, the charged current interactions are given by 

Lcc = -JL=(uLcLtL)Vyi dL yW+ + h.c. (2.4) 

The usual representation of the CKM matrix V is given by 

Vud Vus KA \ 
V = | Vcd Vcs Vcb 

Vld Vtt Vu, J 

1 - f X \3A{p - iri) \ 

X 1 - f X2A 
XzA{\-p-ir}) - A M 1 / 

+ 0(A4) . (2.5) 

In this Wolfenstein representation[16], only Vuf> and Vtd are complex up to 
the order of A4. 

The unitarity V* V = 1 implies, 
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1n this Wolfenstein representation[lG]， only Vub and巧dare complex up to 
the order of入4

The unitarity Vt V = 1 implies， 
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X3/\(p+i-»l) 

VS>VL4 
Vtt Vht A3A(i-p-i\) 

Vet Vcd 

Figure 2.1: The unitarity triangle and the definition of angles 

E Wie = ^ (2.6) 
t=!t,C,J 

A geometrical representation of a relation for a ^ 0 gives rise to a triangle 
in the complex plane. There are three unitarity triangles, whose areas turned 
out to be all identical. Of these, two are essentially flat, but the third one, 
corresponding to a/? = bd, is the most interesting one, where the lengths of 
the sides of the triangle are of the same order as shown in Fig. 2.1. The 
most attractive and beautiful aspect of the B-factory physics is that it is 
possible to measure the angles of the unitarity triangle directly. By measuring 
these angles and testing the unitarity, we may well find that they are in 
disagreement with the SM predictions. The implication of new physics to 
the unitarity triangle is nicely summarized in Table 2.1. 

2.2.2 P r e s e n t knowledge of t h e C K M p a r a m e t e r s 

The CKM parameters have been evaluated incorporating both the most 
recent data and theoretical developments [17]. The parameter A is the 
sine of the Cabibbo angle and has been experimentally well measured from 
strangeness decays ( Vus ), nuclear /5 decays ( Vud ), and charm production 
from neutrino interactions ( Vcd ). The value of A is also fairly well known 
from Vcb/X2 through measurements of the B meson life time and Br(b —* civ). 

They are given by 

X = 0.2205 ±0.0018 

A = 0.900 ±0.120 (2.7) 

The two other parameters p and 77 are poorly known. Some knowledge on 
them comes from the measurement of K i through the studies of charmless 
B decays and from that of Vtd through the B°B mixing. 

The branching fraction of the charmless transition is measured through 
high Pt lepton events. It gives |K6|2/|K&|2 , which is proportional to A2(/?2 + 
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TABLE 2.1 
Effects of new physics on CP asymmetries 

Model CKM 
Unitarity 

B-B 
Mixing 

SM Predictions 
for ACP 

SM W SW 

Four Quark 
Generations 

WL 
Modified 

Multi-Scalar 
with NFC *-
(General) 

c p VioU-KcfM 

i 
v 

No New 
Phases 

Unmodified 

All Asymmetries 
Vanish 

Z-Mediated 
FCNC 

yr^r^r^r^/ Modified 

syyrmefry 
!WC 

Small 

Unmodified 

SUSY 
(General) 

(Minimal) 

— 

_ 9 _ 

No New Phases 

Modified 

Unmodified 

"Real Superweak" 
Modified for Bd 

Unmodified for Bs 

8-90 

•y NocHtra.1 F/aVpf- Cm\servcd-tfrii 
6708A1 
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TABLE 2. i 
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M凶 el
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SM ノ¥ w豆w

V~.N.ど〉Four Quark 豆 M凶 ified
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M u Iti-Scalar ノ¥ Unm凶 ifiedwith NFCゃ
(General) 五+...-ーー一ーーーーーー ーーーーーーーーーー. 』ーーーーーーーーーー

-t S per¥'すl.t11ecu5 No New AH Asvvamn rnetries 
ish 

c.，p V; otふ‘tiIぺ
Phases 

Z-Mediated U~ζ〉 〉ふく Mωified 
FCNC 

Lst〆十叩t--礼hefγity ノ¥ 苓WR Unrnωified 

g 

SUSY M凶 ifiedqL，qRi IqL，qR 
(Generaり

ノ¥ g 
ーーーーーーーーーーー 』ーーー-ーーーー 4・・・ -'・・岨・ ー-.回-属国・ ・・・ー ・閏-- -田・ ・・

g 
t~ 

(Minimal) qLi i qL Unm凶 ified
瞬、

g 
No New Phases 

/ ¥  議参こ
M凶 ifiedfor Bd 

"Real Superweak" Unmodified for B s 

6708A1 

テ N叶札，~l F{~v町Û:n， S E'rv~十ぽ市
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if). The recent analysis at ARGUS and CLEO gives significantly smaller 
values than the old. There are also theoretical uncertainties in extracting 
the value. The authors of [17] take 

iKi/Vkl = 0.08 ±0 .02 or (p2 + T/2)1 '2 = 0.36 ± 0.09 (2.S) 

Another constraint comes from the B°B mixing measurement, from 
which \Vtd\(<x ((1 - pf + v2?12) is extracted to be 0.005 < \Vid\ < 0.018. 
The large error comes from the uncertainty of top quark mass and other 
correction factors. The measurements of the CP violation parameters e and 
e' also help constrain p and rj. The detail is given in Appendix B. 

The allowed region in p - ij plane is shown in Fig. 2.2, which is obtained 
through the best fit of the existing data for given values of mt and the 
correction factors. 

2.3 CP violation in the B system 
2.3.1 A m p l i t u d e s in B decays 

The amplitudes describing B decays are divided into two classes; "tree" and 
"penguin". The latter name is because of its appearance. 

Tree diagrams are further subdivided to spectator ( "external W emission 
" and "internal W emission" ), "W exchange", and "W annihilation". These 
diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.3. 

At each U{djW -vertex, the CKM element VUid or V^d is associated de
pending on the relevant Lagrangian is the first term of eq.2.4 or the hermitian 
conjugate of it. An "external W" diagram is "color allowed", because W is a 
color singlet, and no color rearrangement is necessary for this process. The 
contrary is true for an "internal W", which is "color suppressed". Naive 
suppression factor is 1/9, but QCD corrections may make the suppression 
larger. 

Also the final state interaction is expected to be small for "external W". 
This is because VV is produced with rather high p<, and it is far away from 
the rest of the system, when it materializes into color non-singlet states. 

2.3.2 D i r e c t C P v io la t ion 

Direct CP violation occurs through an interference of more than two ampli
tudes. 

A[B -> / ) = | / l i |exp(i$i)exp(z51)+| / l2 |exp(i$2)exp(j52) 

A(B-*J) = | ^ i | exp( - i$ 1 ) exp( i6 1 ) + |A 2 | exp( - i$ 2 )exp(^ 2 ) , (2 .9 ) 

where we distinguish two phases; $,• is from the CKM matrix, and £,- is from 
the reseat tering of the produced particles. An important point to make here 
is that under the CP transformation, $,• changes its sign while 5; remains 

- 1 7 1 -

772). The rccent analysis at ARGUS and CLEO gives significantly smaller 
values than the old. There arc also theoretical uncertainties in extracting 
the value. The authors of [17] take 

11ぺLb/Vcbl= 0.08土0.02 or (p2 +り2)1/2= 0.36土0.09 (2.8) 

Another constraint comes from the sDEf mixing measurement， from 
which Ivtdl(は((1ー ρ?+ .，，2)1/2) is extracted to be 0.005くlVidlく 0.018.
The large errorこomesfrom the uncertainty of top quark mass and other 
correction factors. The measurements of the CP violation parametersεand 
f.' also help constrain p andり・ Thedetail is given in Appendix B. 

The allowed region in p -ηplane is shown in Fig. 2.2， which is obtained 
through thc bcst fit of thc cxisting data for given values of n2t and the 
corrcction factors. 

2.3 CP violation inでheB system 

2.3.1 Amplitudes in B decays 

The amplitudes describing B decays are divided into two classesj“tree" and 
"penguin". The lattcr name is becausc of its appearance. 

Tree diagrams are further subdivided to spectator (“external W emission 
" and “ internal Wemission" )， "W e町xcha加n時19伊e'竹ヘ，¥， and “Wa叩nnil
diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.3. 

At each ujdjlV -vcrtex， the CKM element Vu.dJ or Vu~dJ is associated de-
pending on the relevanl Lagrangian is the first term of eq.2.-4 or the hermitian 
conjugate of it. An "extcrnal W" diagram is "color allowedヘbecauscW is a 
color singlet， and no color rearrangement is necessary for this process. The 
C∞on川tr悶arザy1S true悶ef，伽O町ra叩n"勺in叫1北te町rna叫lW
suppression factor is 1/9， but QCD corrections may make the suppression 
larger. 

Also the final state interaction is expected to be small for “external W". 
This is becauseもlyis produced with rather high Ph and it is far away from 
the rest of the system，、，vhenit materializes into color non-singlet states. 

2.3.2 Direct CP violation 

Direct CP violation OCCUl'S through an interference of more than two ampli-
tucles. 

A(B→1) = IA1Iexp(i<T1)exp(iol)+ IA2Iexp(i<T2)exp(id2) 
A(B→1) = IAtlexp(-ill>t)exp(i8d+IA2Iexp(一泊2)exp(iO2)， (2.9) 

where we distinguish two phases;φi is from the CKM matrix， and di is from 
the rescattering of the produced particles. An important point to make here 
is thal under the CP transformation，φi changes its sign while Oj remains 
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decay mode 

B°d -+ A'0*0 

A'+7r-
K°p° 

A'*+7T-

B+ - > A'+7T° 

A'°7T+ 

A'V 
A-+7T° 
A"°7r+ 

Exp. limit 
(io- 5 ) 

-

9.0 
58. 
44. 

-

9.0 
7.0 
-

13. 

Expected BR 
(io- *) 

0.5 ~ 3.0 
1.0 ~ 1.9 
.01 ~ 0.4 
0.4 ~ 0.6 
0.5 ~ 4.0 
1.0 ~ 6.0 
.01 ~ 1.0 
0.3 ~ 5.0 
0.6 ~ 5.0 

Expected asymmetry 1 
(Max.) 

0.1 ~ 0.3 
0.2 ~ 0.4 
0.1 ~ 0.3 
0.3 ~ 0.5 
0.1 ~ 0.3 

< io-2 

.01 ~ 0.4 
0.1 ~ 0.5 

<1D - 2 

Table 2.2: Direct CP asymmetry :.;i b system 

the same, because the latter is clue to the siring interaction, which conserves 
CP. 

Then the rate asymmetry can be calculated as follows. 

a = 
r(B^/)~r(g->/) 
V{B - / ) + T{B -» / ) 

l A i H ^ l s i n ^ i $2)sin(c?1 -<52) 

\Ai|2 + | / 1 2 | 2 + 2\Ai\\A2\ cos($! - $ 2 ) cos(61 - 62) 
(2.10) 

A sizable asymmetry is expected when sin($x — $2) , sm(Si — 5z) and 
|/12/Ai| are all nonzero and large enough. Table 2.2 summarizes the possible 
modes, where direct CP violation is expected to be large. 

One of the most promising decay modes is B —-> AV, where one amplitude 
is an external W emission and the other is a penguin as shown in Fig. 2.4. 
In this case, the existence of penguin is essential to produce CP violation 
asymmetry. 

For the direct CP asymmetry measurements, no measurement of the time 
evolution nor the tagging ( for 2?±mesons ) is necessary. On the other hand, 
it is difficult to extract information on the CKM phase from these measure
ments because of theoretical uncertainties concerning the penguin contribu
tion and the final state interactions. Nevertheless these measurements give 
a clear evidence for the existence of direct CP violation. 

2.3.3 C P violation through B°T? mixing 

The mixing of B°B occurs through the box diagrams as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
Here B° can be B°d or B°. 

The time evolution of an arbitrary combination of \B° > and \B > 

- 1 7 4 -

decay mode Exp. lirr註t Expeded BR Expected asymmetry 
(10-5 ) (10-S ) (Max.) 

B~ →J{OiO -田 0.5 '" 3.0 0.1 I"V 0.3 
J(+πー 9.0 1.0 '" 1.9 0.2 I"V 0.4 
J{Ol 58. .01 '" 0.4 0.1 '" 0.3 

](*-rπ - 44. 0.4 '" 0.6 0.3 I"V 0.5 
Bt→ ](+πU 0.5 '" 4.0 0.1 I"V 0.3 

](0π+ 9.0 1.0 '"'-J 6.0 < 10-2 

J{+l 7.0 .01 '"'-J 1.0 .01 '" 0.4 
]{・+πO 0.3 '" 5.0 0.1 '" 0.5 
J{-Oπ+ 13. 0.6 '" 5.0 く 1D-2

一一←ー÷一一

Table 2.2: Direc~ CPュsymmetry:!l b <;yslpm 

the same， because the la.tter is due tο t.ht slr叩 ginteraction， which conserves 
CP. 

Then the ratc asyrnmetry can be ca1culated as follo¥l7s 

α 三
1'(B ~ 1) -r(万→])

r(B ~ 1) + r(吉→7)
IAIIIA21 sin(争1ー争2)sin(61 - 82) 

一 IAl12 + IA212 + 21AI11A21 cos(争1一号2)cos(81 -ι) 
(2.10) 

A sizable asyrnmetry is expected when sin(争1ー争2)，sin(81ーゐ)and 
IA2/ All are all nonzcro and large enough. Table 2.2 summarizesもhepossible 
modes， where direct CP violation is expected to be large. 

One of the most promising decay modes is B →]{?r， where one amplitude 
is an external W emission and山eother is a penguin as shown in Fig. 2.4. 
ln this case， the existence of penguin is essential to produce CP violation 
asymmetry. 

For the direct CP asymmetry measuremen七s，no P1easurement ofもhetime 
evolution nor the tagging ( for B土mesol1s) is necessary. Onもheother hand， 
it is di而cultto extract information on the CKM phase from凶esemeasure-
ments because of theoretical uncertainties ωηcerning the penguin contribu-
tion and the final state interactions. Ncvertheless these measurements give 
a clear evidence for the existence of direct CP viola.tion. 

2.3.3 CP violation throlゆがず mlxlng

The mixing of so7fJ occurs through the box diagrams as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
Here BO can be B~ or B~. 

The time evolution of an arbitrary combination of ¥ 80 > and ¥F > 
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system, a|jB° > +b\B >, is given by 

. d ( a \ 
dt\ b 

M A/12 \ _ £ ( r r,2 
M;2 A/ ) 21 rt-2 r 

a 
6 

(2.11) 

where the CPT invariance insures the equality of the diagonal elements, and 
the hermiticity relates the ofF-diagonal ones. 

The values of M12 and Ti2 for B% mesons are evaluated to be (see Ap
pendix A for more detail), 

|M,2| ca 1.8-l(T10MeV 

(2.12) 

and hence Ti2 can be neglected in the B system, of which situation is quite 
different from the K system. 

Mass eigenstates and eigenvalues can be obtained by diagonalizing the 
mass matrix. 

\B±>=p\B°> ±q\1?>, (2.13) 

with 

P 

M-U + ir;a 
1/2 

My. 

My. M12 + $T12 

• where "M" of $M stands for mixing, and 

f h 

1/2 - (Y^A = 
VtbVrJ ~ exp(-2i<f>M), 

<f>M^ 0 
for B° meson 
for B° meson 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

The eigenvalues are 

M -l-r± [(M12 + £r„) w , + l-ru)Y<2 ~ M - IT ± |M12 |. (2.16) 

So the time dependence of the state \B± > can be written as 

M O = MO) exp(-i(M ± ^)t) e x p ( ~ f ) . (2.17) 

where Am = 2|M12|. 

The time evolution of an initially (t = 0) pure B° or B is then given 
respectively by 

\B°phys(t)> = 9c(t)\B°> +lg3(t)\r> 

13^.(0 > = jj*(0l£0> +^(*)|B°>, (2.18) 

- 1 7 6 -
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sy批 m，αIBO>+blず>， is given by 

や)-i(;2d(;)=[(A 
whcre thc CPT invariance insures the cquality of the diagonal elements， and 
thc hCl'miticity relaもesthc off-cliagonaI oncs. 

The values of 1'.112 and r 12 for B~ mesons are evaluated to be (see Ap-
pendix A fo1' mo閃 detail)，

1.8・10-10MeV p、，
1!v112 1 

β乙l
Af12 

(2.12) 

and hcnce r 12 can be neglectccl in the B systcm， of which situation is quite 
different fl'Ol1l the J( sysLem. 

1， 《

Mass eigenstates and eigenva.lues can be obtainecl by diagonalizing the 

mass matr・IX.
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(2.14) 

(2.15) 

. where "lVl" ofれ1stands for mixing， and 

for B~ meson 
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Thc eigenvalues are 

M-;r土[(1¥112+と九州1;2+ ~ri2W/2 ~ /0.1ー ;r土INf川2 -，，- 2 '0"- U . 2 U /J 2 (2.16) 

So the time dependcnce of the state IB土>can be written as 

a:l;(t) ==九(0)叫 (-i(!vf土 今 ) 仇 (2.17) 

where d.m = 211¥1叶.
The time evolution of an initially (t = 0) pure BO orず ISもhengiven 

respectively by 

(2.18) 

+ト(t)1ず>

+ 9c(t)1ず>，>
 

nu B
 

s
 

n
3
 

D
L
Q
a
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where 
P Am 

ge{t) = e x p ( - - i ) exp(-z'Mi) cos(-—-i) 
P A m 

ga(t) = cxi>{--t)exp(-iMl)s'm(—t). (2.19) 

Let us consider B decays into the same final CP eigenstate fcp. (It has 
been pointed out that the final state does not have to be of a CP eigenstate 
as long as the final states are CP conjugated states at the constituent quark 
level such as p^n* [18-19]. Then the analysis is slightly more complicated, 
but we can add these analyses to improve the precision of measurements. 
However, in this review, we do not go into this subject.) 

Defining A = < fCp\H\B° >, A = < /CpJffpB° > and £ = {q/p) • (A/A), 

< fcP\H\B°phys(t) > = A-(0C(O+&.(«)), 

< fCp\H\B°phys(t) > = A-Z-(g.{t)+tgc(t)). (2.20) 

The time dependent rates for initially pure B° or B state into a CP 
eigenstate at time t is then, 

r(B°phys(t) -> fcp) = \A\2e 2 - n 1 4- If I2 1 — If I2 

— ~ + — ~ - cos(Ami) - Im^sm(Amt) 

/-pfi 
rfB^.(0-/op) = \A\2e 

2-Vt 1 + \tf 1 - Itf cos{Amt) -f- Im£ sin(Ami) 

(2.21) 

The time dependent CP asymmetry is then given by 

aCp{i) = r(£PV(0 fcp) ~ T(B°phys(i) - fcp) 

nB°phys(l) -> fcp) + mphy3(t) -> ICP) 
(1 - |£|2) cos(AmZ) - 2/m£ sin(Ami) 

(1 + kl2) 
When |A/A | = 1, then the expression simply becomes 

acp(l) -• — Im£ s'm( Ami) 
= — /m£sin(x • t/r), 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

where a; is an "oscillation parameter" (or" mixing parameter"), defined as 
x ~ Airi/V, and the values for B° and B® mesons are respectively, 

xd 

xs = 

Amd 

rd 
Ams 

~ s 

~ 0(10) 

= 0.70 ±0.10, 

Xd 
TBJBSBBSVBS 

TBdfBdBBdVBdV((l-p)2+V2) 
(2.24) 

- 1 7 7 -

where 

州 )=mp(-L)exp(-tMt)cos(今t)

仇(l)=仰 (-L)exp(-iMt)州手) 、1s
'

n
u
d
 

'
t
A
 

• n-b 
，，i

、
Let us consider B dccays into the same final CP eigenstate !cP. (It has 

been pointed out that thc自nalstatc docs not have to be of a CP eigenstate 
as long as the final statcs arc CP conjugated statcs at the constituent quark 
level such as (l士π平[1S-19).Thcn the analysis is slightly morc compIicated， 
but we can add these analyses to improve the precision of measurements. 
However， in this review

J 
we do not go into this subject.) 

~ '''.I~ 
Defining A三く !cp¥H¥BO>， A三く !cp¥HIが>and e = (q/p)・(A/A)，

く fcpIHIB~hys{t) > = A. (gc(t) +仏 (t))，

く fcplHI万二抑(t)> = A. ~ . (gs(t) +仏 (t)). (2.20) 
q 

The time depcndent rates [or initially purc BO or F state into a CP 
cigenstatc atもimct is thcn， 

L-rt f1 + lcl2 I 1 -lcl2 ___1 ̂  _ . J ¥  T_'" _~_I ̂  _ . .J r(B~hys(t) → fcp) = IA12e-n I ~一+一万一 cos(ßmt) ー Imçsin(~mt)1

L_rtf1+leI
2 

1-le1
2 ___'̂_.l¥ I T_"'_~_I^_ .J J r(恥 s(t)→fcp) = IAI:le 卜了一一γω(smt)+ Imc sin(~mt) I 

(2.21) 

The time dependent CP asymmetry isもhcngiven by 

αcp(t) 
r(B~hys (t) → !cp) -r(可hyAt)→fcp)

r(ぬバt)→!cp)+f(ず向s(t)→fcp)

(1-1と12)cos(~mt) -2lr吋sin(smt)

(1 + Iと12)
(2.22) 

When IA/ AI = 1， then the expression simply becomes 

acp(t) = -Imc sin(~mt) 

ー-Imcsin(x'tjr)， (2.23) 

whe閃 xis an '“"os民CI山lla叫tionpa削 I

z三 sm/f，and the values for B~ and B~ mesons are respectively， 

一守=0.70土0.10，

~川 T'Bsf1s BBsTJBs 1 
x. ζ 二ーーー-Xri・ 一一ーーーーーーー
s - rs -" rBdf~dBBdTJBd -"2((1 _ p)2 +η2) 
~ 0(10). (2.24) 
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Tabic 2.3: quark processes for CP asymmetry measurements 
^ As m,[ >> mc,T7i„, we can use the unitarity relation to express V^V^ -f- V*bVuti 
in terms of V^Vtd . 

(See Appendix A for the definitions of these parameters). So, the oscillation 
of B° — Bd is just right, while that of B° - 133 is expected to be more rapid, 
and may or may not be measurable depending on the value xs. 

2.4 Measurement of the angles of the unitarity tri
angle 

The condition for \A\ = \A\ is that all the amplitudes relevant to the process 
being considered have a single CKM phase, 0 t , where "t" means "tree" . 
Then, "AjA = exp(-2?0<) and £ = exp(-2z'(0A/ + 0<))i i-c-

/m£ = - s in (0 A / + 0 t). (2.25) 

Table 2.3 summarizes the possible quark processes which can be used 
for the asymmetry measurements. We discuss, in the following subsections, 
typical processes for the illustration of ideas. 

2.4.1 sin(20i) t h r o u g h Ba
d -» J /0A's 

The two amplitudes shown in Fig. 2.6 have the same CKM phase to a good 
approximation (both phases are real in the Wolfenstein representation). 

~ exp(-2z'0i). (2.26) 

Here the factors in the parentheses are CKM elements from q/p, B° —* 
J/il>Ks and q/p of the K-system. The time dependence to be observed is 
shown in Fig. 2.7. 

- 1 7 8 -

quark CI¥M clcmcnts pengUln B1 B3 
subprocess trce pcngum pol1utioll example SM prcd. examplc SM pred. 

b → ec玄 Vcb Vcs 同:円J} nO ψJ(s -sin2φ1 ψφ 。
b → ecd VcbVcd V1b ''td ycs D+D- -sin2φ1 ψl¥s 。
E → uud V:bVllb l匂Vtd ycs πー'πー -sin2φ2 pl¥s -sin2φ3 
E →玄S吉 . ~bVt s φKs -sin 2rtl 77' 77' 。
E →否認 . 1うbVtd . I¥sI¥s 。 ゆI¥s -sin 2rtl 
E →吉ciii . lltb Vt.， . KS7r

O -sin2φ1 J(sliピs 。
b → eU8 14:九s nO Dl¥' 。3 Drt 。3
E →官c吉 IくユVcs . nO DK 。3 Dφ 

Tablc 2.3: quark proccsscs for CP asyrnmetry measurcmcnts 
t) As mt ~ mc， 11lu， we can lJSC the unitarity relation to exprcss Vcb Vcd + V:b Vlld 
in terms of l~p匂，

(See Appcndix A fo1' the dcfinitions of thesc parameters). So， the oscillation 

of B~-巧 is just right， while that of B~ -~ is expectcc1 to be more rapid， 
and may 01' may not be mcasurable depcnding on the value XS' 

2.4 Measurelnent of the angles of the unitarity tri-
angle 

The condition for IAI = IヌIisもh叫 allthe amplitudcs relevant to the process 

being conside1'ed have a single CKM phase，ゆt，whe1'e “t" means “t1'ee" 
Then，万/A三 exp(-2i仇)and c = exp( -2i(仇t+仇))， i.c. 

1mc = -sin(仇t+仇). (2.25) 

Table 2.3 summarizes the possible qua1'k processes which can be used 

fo1' the asymmetry measurcments. We discuss， in the following subsections， 
typical processes for the illustl'ation of ideas. 

2.4.1 sin(2r/>d through B~ → J/ψJ{s 

。3

Theもwoamplitudes shown in Fig. 2.6 have the same CKM phasc to a good 

approximation (both phases are real in the Wo1fenstein representation 

(¥'ti;Vid ¥ (Vc; Vcb ¥ (~d Vcs ¥ ç(B~ → Jjψl{s) ==ト-114ーil--l 
¥Vtb ~d) ¥ Vcs Vcb ) ¥ Vcd ~~ ) 

"-' exp( -2i仇). (2.26) 

Here the' facLors in the parentheses are CKM elements from qjp， BO → 
Jjψf{s and qjp of the K-system. The time dependence to be observed is 

shown in Fig. 2.7 
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2.4.2 sin(2<£2) t h r o u g h B° -> 7r+7r_ 

Here we have penguin pollution, namely the penguin amplitude has a differ
ent CKM phase as that of the tree, as shown in Fig. 2.8. 

Let us first define the following amplitudes. 

A 4 " = A{B°d -> TT+TT"), 

A + _ = A(B°d -> 7T+7T-). (2.27) 

Then, £ for this process is 

tiB° -> 7T+7T-) = i 
9 T 
p A+~ 

= exp(2i^>2) 
A+-

A+ _ > 
(2.28) 

where A+ — exp(2i(j)t) • A , and <f>t being the phase from the tree diagram. 

If we can ignore the penguin contribution, or equivalently if A+~/A+~ = 
1, then 

« B 0 _ + o _ ( | | ) 

= exp(+2i<£2). (2.29) 

The penguin contribution is expected to be small but may give rise to a 
large error in the fa measurement. In a reasonable approximation, 

H ^ ^ C O "> T+T") + ^ ^ ( 0 - 7T+7T-) 

~ ( - sin(2<£2) + cos(2<^2) sin 0+~) sin(Ami), (2.30) 
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Figure 2.8: BO→π+π一

2.4.2 sin(2仇)through BO → π+π-

Here we have penguin pollution， namely the penguin amplitude has a differ-
ent CKM phase as that of the tree， as shown in Fig. 2.8. 

Let us first define the following amplitudes. 

A+ーさ A(B~ → π+ 11"-)，

A+ー三 A(可→ π+11"-).

Then， c for this process is 

ご(B
O
→π+πー

) == 
---q A' 

P A+一

.<1+一
= 叫 (2i<p2)・云=-，

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

where A+ー三叫(2i仇).T-，andゆtbeing the phase from the tree diagram. 

If we can ignore the penguin contribution， or cquivalently if A+ー/A+ー=
1， then 

ご(BO
→π+πー)一陣)(251)

Vtb V;d J ¥ Kd Vu*b 
= exp(+2i掛け. (2.29) 

The penguin contribution is expected to be small but may give rise to a 

large error in the <P2 mcasureme叫.In a reasonable approximation， 

αn(t) 

-=0 
r(B~iPhys ( t)→ π+π一)-r(BdiPhys(t)→ π+πー)

~ 

r(B~iphys(t) → π+ 7r-) + r(DdiPhys(t)→ π+πー)

~ (-sin(2仇)+ COS(2<p2) sin ~+一) sin(smt)， 
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Figure 2.9: Penguin pollution in measuring the tree angle 

where </4+~ is the phase originated of the penguin diagram [20]. The size 
of the second term in the parenthesis may be as much as ± 0.2 and may 
significantly affect the measurement of 4>2- A method has been suggested 
how to trap the penguin using an isospin analysis [21-24], which is described 
in Appendix C. The situation is made into a cartoon in Fig. 2.9 as a joke. 

2.4.3 ^ 3 M e a s u r e m e n t 

The original suggestion for the measurement of (j>3 1S through the time de
pendent asymmetry of B° —* p°Ks decay shown in Fig. 2.10. 
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Figure 2.9: Pcnguin pollution in measuring the tree angle 
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where </>+-is the phase originated of the penguin diagram [20]. The size 
of the second term in the parenthesis may be as much as土 0.2and may 
significantly affect the measurement of仇. A method has been suggested 
how to trap the peng山 1using an isospin analysis (21-241， which is described 
in Appendix C. The situation is made into a cartoon in Fig. 2.9 as a joke. 

2.4.3 </13 Measurement 

The original sugge叫ionfor the measurement of 4>3 is through the time de-
pendent asymmetry of B~ → pO I¥s decay shown in Fig. 2.10. 

( ~b Vt.. '¥ (F:d Vub ¥ (V::: lIcd '¥ t(B?→lI(s) = 一一li--il--l 
¥ l'tb巧~)\ '~dlく:bJ ¥ Vcs ~d) 
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Figure 2.10: 5 ° -* p°Ks decay 

~ \Vd,vJ \vudv:J [vcsvc'J 
= exp(-2£&), (2-31) 

where, in the second line, we used the unitarity relation, 

VtlVu = -V;bVcs - V:bVts, (2.32) 

and neglected the second term, which is smaller by 0(A2) compared to the 
others. 

This requires the measurement of a time dependent asymmetry at Y(5S) 
resonance, but this measurement has the following difficulties. 

( 1 ) cr(e+e- -+ T(55)) = 0.27 nb, to be compared with cr(e+e- -* T(45)) 
= 1.15 nb. 

( 2 ) Br( T(55) -» B°~B°S) is only 4.6 % and also it may be difficult to 
distinguish B° from B*°, which is copiously produced. 

( 3 ) The oscillation parameter i , = A m s / r , ^ O(10), i.e. the oscillation 
may be too rapid. 

A different method has been proposed, where the data accumulated at 
T(45) resonance can be used, and no measurement of time evolution is nec
essary [25]. Decay modes to be used are the ones involving D°(D ) and K 
mesons (Fig. 2.11). The idea uses the fact that a D°(D ) meson decays as it 
is or as a CP eigenstate, D\ = (D° ± 5° ) /> /2 (CP = ± 1), and that they 
can be identified through the decay modes. Namely a A'~(A'+) in the decay 
product indicates the decay of a D°(D ) and final states in CP eigenstates 
imply a D*±. 

Let us define amplitudes for the decay of B° mesons as 

AD = A{B° -* D°Ks) = \AD\exp{i8D)exp{i<l>3) 

A-z = i 4 ( 5 0 - » S ° / ^ ) = | A ^ | e x p ( % ) 

AD± = A(B° ^ DlKs) = {AD±A-n)/V2 (2.33) 
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rv ( ~i， VC3 '¥ (主主主~'¥ (V::: Vcd '¥ 
-¥Vcb VC~) \l匂1く:b) ¥ Vc3 V::'d) 
= exp( -2iCT3)， (2.31) 

where， in the second line， we used the unitarity relation， 

~b V;s = -~b v.:s - ~b Vts ， (2.32) 

and neglected the second term， which is smaller by O(入2)compared toもhe
others. 

This requires the measurement of a tirne dependent asymrnetry at Y(55) 
resonance， but this measurement has the following difficulties. 

( 1 )σ(ee-→1'(55)) = 0.27 nb，もobe compared withσ(ee-→ 1'(45)) 
= 1.15 nb. 

( 2 ) Br( 1(55) →可否~) is only 4.6 % and also it may be difficult to 
distinguish B~ from B;o， which is copiously produced. 

( 3 ) The oscillation parameter x 7 三d.ms/fs ~ 0(10)， i.e. the oscil1ation 
may be too rapid. 

A different method has been protosed， where the data accumulated at 
1'( 45) resonance can be used， and no measurement of time evolution is nec~ 

essary (25). Decay modes to be used are the ones involving DOCI)") and K 

mesons (Fig. 2.11)・Theidea uses the fact that a DO
(ず)meson decays as it 

is or as a CP eigenstate，広三 (DO土ず)/v笠 (CP=土 1)，and that they 
can be identified through the decay modes. Namely a ](-(1(+) in the decay 

n~-;::O 
product indicates the decay of a DO(D

V

) and final states in CP eigenstates 

imply a D~. 
Let us define amplitudes for the decay of B~ mesons as 

AD 三 A(BO→DO
J(s)三 lADlexp(idD) exp(i仇)

n -=0 
A万三 A(BU

→ D"J(s)三 lA万1exp(i8v) 
AD土三 A(BO → D~J(s) = (A片付)/V2 (2.33) 
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Figure 2.11: B decay into D°(Dy)K 

/iAD± 

•AD 2 AD 

Figure 2.12: Triangles and the determination of fa 

By taking the CP conjugate of the above, 

7^j = A(B° -> ~D°Ks) = \AD\ exp(i5D) exp(-i<£3) 

•AD± = A(B0-^D°±Ks) = (AD±AIi)/V2 (2.34) 

Clearly \~A-fi\ = \Ap\ and Xp = /%. From Fig. 2.12, (f>3 can be obtained 
within the two fold ambiguities. For these measurements to be done, we still 
have to tag B° and B , and also the correction due to the B°B mixing must 
be applied. 

The decays, B± -> D 0A'± ,^°A'± ,D°K± are self-tagging ( B± -* K± ) 
and do not have above problems (Fig. 2.13). But the presence of the "external 
emission process", which does not suffer the "color suppression", may make 
the triangles very squashed, and thus the measurement of the angle may be 
difficult. 
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By taking the CP conjugate of the above， 

-凡日..，..(ーD3 ー

AD ー

AD土ー

A(ず→ずJ(s)= IADI exp(iら)exp(ー仇)

A(ず→ DOJu)三 IA万Iexp(ion) 
A(ず→ DiIfs)=(7ZD土石)/../2 (2.34) 

Clearly 1万万1= IADI and AD = A万・ FromFig. 2.12， 4>3 can be obtained 
within the two fold ambiguities. For these measurements to be_ done， we still 
haveもotag BO and 7t， and also the corre凸iondue to the Bo]T mixing must 
be applied. 

The decays， B:f: -t DO K土，ずJ(土 ， D~J(土吋 self-tagging ( B土→ K土)
and do not have above problems (Fig. 2.13). But the presence of the“externa1 
emission process"， which does I10t suffer the “co10r suppression"， may make 
the triangles very squashed， and thusもhemeasurement of the ang1e may be 

difficult. 
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Figure 2.14: B -* D"l+v 

2.5 Measurement of the lengths of t he unitari ty tri
angle 

Although the lengths of the unitarity triangle is not directly related to CP 
violation, their measurements are still very important in obtaining enough 
constraints to the unitarity triangle. 

One of the examples are the extraction of V^ from the decay, B —> D'lv 
(Fig. 2.14), where HQET works well. 

The decay rate can be written as 

T{B-+D'lv)<xZ(y)\Vc}>\, (2.35) 

where the proportional factor is calculable. Here the £(y) is a universal 
function ("Isgur-Wise" function), and has a property, 

lim«y) = l, (2.36) 

where the variable y is defined as the product of four-velocities of the initial 
and final heavy quarks; 

y 2mBmD. 

To obtain \Vcb\, the decay rate is measured as a function oft/ and extrap
olated to y = 1. The present attempt is show in Fig. 2.15 [26]. 

In order to determine |Vci>\ accurately, we need to accumulate much more 
statistics. As these measurements do not require an asymmetric energy col
lider, significant progress may be made by the time the KEK B factory is 
commissioned. 

The measurements of the other lengths of the unitarity triangle are sub
ject to large theoretical uncertainties. Much more progress in both theory 
and experiment is clearly needed. 
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2.5 Measurement of the lengths of the unitarity tri圃

angle 

Although the lengths of the unitarity triangle is not directly related to CP 
violation， their measurements are still very importa叫 in0 btaining enough 
constraints to the unitarity triangle. 

One of the examples are the exもractionof Vcb fromもhedecay， B →D*lν 

(Fig. 2.14)， where HQET works well. 
The decay rate can be written as 

r(B→ D*lv)伐と(ν)IVcbl， (2お)

where the proportional factor is calculable. Here the c-(ν) is a universal 
function ("Isgur-vVise" function)， and h剖 aproperty， 

liEif(U)=l， (2.36) 

where the variable y Is defined as the product of four-velocities of the initial 
and final heavy quarks; 

Y = V' v' = mS+mも・-q2

2mBmD* 
(2.37) 

To obtain IVcbl. the decay rate is measured as a function of y and extrap-
olated lo y := 1. The present attempt is show in Fig. 2.15 [26]. 

In order to determine I Vcb I accuralely， we need to accumulate much more 
statistics. As these measurements do not require an asymmetric energy col-

lider， significant progress may be made by the time the KEK B factory is 

cornm.issioned. 
The measurements of the other lengths of the unitarity triangle are sub-

ject to large theoretical uncertainties. Much more progress in both theory 

and experiment Is clearly needed. 
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Figure 3.1: Decay patterns of B meson pairs at an asymmetric energy collider 

3 Experimental Method to measure CP vi
olation in B meson decay 

The measurements of the direct CP violation are rather straight forward. 
One simply measures a pair of decay rates which are CP conjugates to each 
other. A difficulty here is how to reduce background. 

On the other hand, the measurements of the angles of imitarity triangles 
through the B°B mixing require time dependent asymmetry measurements. 
The time integrated asymmetry will be zero for the e+e~ experiment at T(45) 
because of the coherence as discussed below. 

It is almost impossible to measure the time difference of order ps, but 
a clever scheme has been proposed to allow this time measurement [27]. B 
mesons are produced almost at rest in the cms. By making the energies of 
colliding beams asymmetric, the whole system is Lorentz boosted, and the 
decay vertices become measurable (Fig. 3-1). The choice at KEK is e+ at 3.5 
GeV and e~ at S GeV. Then, the mean distance B mesons travel before they 
decay is about 160 fim, which can be measured within the present technology. 

Another interesting fact is the existence of coherence. The resonance 
T(4,S) is a vector meson, while B°(B ) is a pseudo-scalar, so the orbital 
angular momentum of the B°B system must be one. Produced B°(B ) 
oscillates between B° and B , but the Bose-Einstein statistics precludes both 
to be B° or B at the same time, because two identical bosons cannot be in 
an odd state in the orbital angular momentum. Thus, when one of the pair 
decays as B°{B ), then the other must be B (B°) at that instance. 
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Figure 3.1: Decay patterns of B meson pairs at an asymmetric energy collider 

3 Experimental Method to measure CP vi-

olation in B meson decay 

The me凶 urementsof the direct CP violation are rather straight forward. 
One simply measures a pair of decay rates which are CP conjugates to each 
other. A difficulty hcre is how to reduce background. 

On the other tand， the meas凶 ementsof the angles of .unitarity triangles 

throughもheBOJj mixing require time dependent asymmetry medsurements. 
The time integrated asymmetry willl】ezcro for the e+e-experiment at i( 45) 
because of the coherence as discussed below. 

It is almost impossible to measure the time difference of order ps， but 
a clever scheme has been proposed to aIlow this time measurement [27]. B 
mesons are produced almost at rest in the cms. By making the energies of 
col1iding beams asymmetric， the whole system is Lorentz boosted， and the 
decay vertices become measurable (Fig. 3.1). The choice at KEK is e+ at 3.5 
GeV and c at S GeV. Then， the mean distance B mesons travel before they 
decay is about 160μm， which can be measured within the present technology. 

Another interesもingfact is the exisもenceof coherence. The resonance 

T(4S) is a vector.meson， while BO(sO) is a pseudo-scalar， so the orbital 
angular momentum ofもheBOBo system mLIst be one.Produced BO(ず)
oscillates between BO andず， but the Bose-Einstein statistics precludes both 

to be BO orず atもhesame time， because two identical bosons cannot be in 
an odd state in the orbital angular momentum. Thus， when one of the pair 

--4可 ーー01_ n  

decays as BOOj)， then t.hc other must be B-(BO) at that instance. 
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Figure 3.2: Decay chain of 6-quark and its tagging 

3.1 Experimental procedure in measuring the angles 
of the Unitarity triangle 

We consider, as an example, the "gold plated mode", B° —> J/t^Ks —* 
l+l~x+ir~. This mode is called gold plated, because the signature is clear 
enough that they may be identified even in events taken at a hadron collider. 

The experimental procedure is then as follows. 

( 1 ) Reconstruct J/ip from /+/~ and A'$ from 7r+7r~. 

( 2 ) Select those which are consistent with the B° decays. 

( 3 ) Tag whether the other side is B° ov B . 

( 4 ) Reconstruct two vertices a,nd measure the distance. 

( 5 ) Reduce backgrounds as much as possible by applying clever cuts. 

( 6 ) Fit the time dependence to extract the information on sin <j>\. 

Various ways to tag a B° meson have been considered. They utilize the 
decay chain shown in Fig. 3.2. 

3.2 Requirements for the detector performance 

The requirements for the detector performance are rather obvious. 

( 1 ) Need a good vertex detector ( ~ 80 (.nn resolution ). 

Fig. 3.3 shows the effect of the vertex resolution on asymmetry mea
surements. 

( 2 ) Need the good acceptance and efficiency to collect as much B decay 
products as possible. ( 17° < polar angle < 150" ) 
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Figure 3.2: Decay chain of b-quark and iもstagging 

3.1 Experimental procedure in measuring the angles 
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( 2 ) Select those which are consistent with the BO decays. 

( 3 ) Tag whether the other side is BO orず.

( 4 ) Reconslruct two ve川cesa.nd measure the distance. 

( 5 ) Reduce backgrounds as much as possible by applying clever cuts. 

( 6 ) Fit the time dependence to extract the information on sin仇.

Various ways to tag a BO meson have been considered. 'fhey utilize the 
decay chain shown in Fig. 3.2. 

3.2 Requirements for the detector performance 

The requirements fo1' the detedor performance are rather obvious. 

( 1 ) Need a good vertex detedor ( I'V 80μm resolution ). 

Fig. 3.3 shows the effect of the vertex resolution on asymmetry mea-
surements. 

( 2 ) Need the good acceptance and efficiencyもocollect as much B decay 
products as possible. ( 170
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Figure 3.3: Effect of vertex resolution on the asymmetry( sin 2^ = 0.6 ) 

( 3 ) Need good momentum, energy and position resolution to reject back
ground as sharply as possible: 

The energy and momentum range to cover is 0.02 < E < 4 GeV and 
0.05 < p < 4 GeV. 

(The thickness of material must be as thin as possible in front of the 
vertex detector, the tracking chamber and the EM calorimeter.) 

( 4 ) Need a good particle identification. 

K/-K separation up to 4 GeV/c ( need RICH(Ring Imaging CHerenkov 
counter) ? ). 

Identify e±,n±, KL etc. 

( 5 ) Cope with high trigger rate (up to 200 Hz at 30kB/event). 

( 6 ) Cope with high data rate (5000 MIP CPU and up to 30T bytes/year). 

( 7 ) Minimize beam related backgrounds. 

( 8 ) Make the detectors radiation resistant near the beam line. 

Some of these requirements are contradictory. For example, the place
ment of RICH in front of an electromagnetic calorimeter would impairs the 
performance of the latter. Optimization and compromise are clearly needed. 
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Figure 3.3: Eπ'ect of vertex resoluもionon the asymmetry( sin 2ct =: 0.6 ) 

( 3) Need good momentum， energy and position resolution to reject back-
grou'ad as sharply as possible: 

The energy and momentum range to cover is 0.02 ;:; E < 4 GeV and 

0.05 :C p ;:; 4 GeV. 

(The thickness of ma旬rialmust be as thin as possible in front of the 
verte'.正 detector，the tracking chamber and the EM calorimeter.) 

( 4) Need a good particle identification. 

](/πseparation up to 4 GeV /c ( need RICH(Ring Imaging CHerenkov 
counter) ? ). 

Identifye土，μ土， !(L etc. 

( 5) Cope with high trigger rate (up to 200 I-Iz at 30kB/evenも).

( 6) Cope with high aata rate (5000 MIP CPU and up to 30T bytesJyear). 

( 7) Minimize beam related backgrounds. 

( 8 ) Make the detectors radiation resistant near the beam 1ine. 

Some ofもheserequirements are contradictory. For example， the place-
rnent of RICH in front of an eledromagnetic calorimeter would impairs出e
performance of the latter. Optimization and compromise are clear1y needed. 
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4 Experiments at the KEK B factory 
We review very briefly the activities on the KEK B factory. 

4.1 Accelerator 

The KEK B factory uses the existing TRISTAN Main Ring tunnel, in which 
two rings are to be installed as shown in Fig. 4.1. Two rings are necessary not 
only because the energies are asymmetric, but also because every RF bucket 
must be filled with bunches to obtain the design luminosity of the phase 
II. This two ring operation itself is a new adventure in an e+e~ collider, 
because the past attempts, DORIS at DESY and DCI at Orsay were not 
very successful. 

The energy of linac is upgraded from the current 2.5 GeV to 8 GeV so 
that beams can be directly injected into the main rings. This energy upgrade 
will be achieved by adding 10 ~ 20 RF units and by increasing the RF power 
with SLED of recirculation mode. The upgrade plan for the linac is shown 
in Fig. 4.2. Electrons are accelerated to 8 GeV by first accelerating toward 
the opposite direction, bent by ISO0 and further accelerated through the full 
length of the linac. A short transfer line is to be built to inject beams into 
the electron ring. Positrons are produced at a target placed at about a half 
way through the linac, accelerated and injected into the positron ring at 3.5 
GeV through the existing injection lines. 

The achievement of the eventual luminosity goal 1034cm~2s~1 is not trivial 
at all (Fig. 4.3). Thus, the luminosity will be increased in two steps as 
summarized in Table 4.1. At the first stage, the luminosity is aimed at 
2 • 10 3 3 cm - 2 3 - 1 . This will be achieved by filling every fifth RF bucket and 
utilizing a smaller crossing angle. This would considerably ease the operation 
of the machine, and would enable the earliest start of experiments. During 
the phase I operation, further R & D and machine studies will be continued 
toward the eventual luminosity goal of 103'1 cm - 2 ^" 1 . There, a larger crossing 
angle must be used, of which effect will be compensated by "crab crossing" 
scheme, namely bunches are rotated before each collision such that the bunch 
collisions are head on. 

Various R & D projects have been conducted. They include: 
a Lattice design based on non-interleaved sextupole correction in order to have 

sufficiently large dynamic aperture at injection. Its test will be made using 
the TRISTAN accumulator ring in fall 1994. 

o Low a lattice in order to reduce the required Ve. 
o Superconducting double-winding dipole and quadrupole magnet for beam 

separation and focusing (two in the same cryostat). 
» Two types of Normalconducting RF cavities; 

( l)Palmer type two cell damped cavity, and (2)Choked-mode accelerating 
cavity (strong HOM (Higher Order Mode) damping) with storage cavity 
(small detuning frequency). 
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item 
circumference (m) 
beam energy (GeV) (e+, e~) 
Luminosity (cm~2srt ) 
beam-beam tune shift (£x, £y) 
beta function (cm) ( /?*, P* ) 
beam current (A) (e+, e~) 
number of bunches 
bunch spacing 
beam energy spread (MeV) (e+, e~) 
beam crossing angle (mrad) 

phase-I 
3018 

(3.5, 8) 
2-1033 

( 0.05, 0.05 ) 
(100,1) 

(0.52, 0.22) 
1000 

3 m ( 10 ns ) 
( 3, 6 ) • 
±2 .8 

phase-II 
3018 

(3.5, 8) 
1034 

( 0.05, 0.05 ) 
(100,1) 

(2.6, 1.1) 
5000 

0.6 m ( 2 ns ) 
( 3 , 6 ) 
± 10 

Table 4.1: Parameters of the KEK asymmetric energy collider 
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iもem phase-I phase-II 

circumference (m) 3018 3018 

beam energy (GeV) (e+， e-) (3ふ 8) (3.5， 8) 
Luminosity (cm-2s:・1 2・1033 1034 

beam-beam t une 5h山 (ιι) ( 0.05， 0.05 ) ( 0.05， 0.05 ) 

beta function (cm) (応，s; ) (100，1) (100，1) 
beam current (A) (ε+，e (0.52， 0.22) (2.6， 1.1) 
number of bunches 1000 5000 
bunch spacing 3 m ( 10 ns ) 0.6 m ( 2 n5 ) 
beam energy 5pread (MeV) (e+， e-) ( 3， 6 ) " ( 3， 6 ) 
beam crossing angle (mrad) 土2.8 土 10

Table 4.1: Parameter・sof the KEK asymmetric energy collider 
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• On superconducting RF cavities;(l)optimization of cell size, (2) measurement 
of HOM damping using a full-size aluminum model of the first optimization, 
(3)cool'mg test of the first niobium prototype. 

o Copper vacuum chamber to keep the vacuum. 
« Bunch-by-bunch feedback. 
» Linac upgrade (as mentioned above). 

Machine physicists are optimistic in achieving the design luminosity. 

4.2 Designed detector 

A task force was formed to design a possible detector at the KEK B factory. 
Its present plan is to reuse significant parts of the existing VENUS detector. 
In fact, it, may look very similar to the VENUS detector when it is completed. 
But the detectors inside of the solenoid are completely replaced. The solenoid 
itself is upgraded to enable the operation at 1 T field. A bird's eye view and 
a cross sectional view of the detector are shown in Fig. 4.4 and in Fig. 4.5. 
Table 4.2 summarizes the parameters for currently planned detector. 

A Pair of superconducting dipole and quadrupole magnets is placed within 
the detector to separate and focus beams at the interaction point. Its pres
ence is of course very important to achieve a high luminosity, but is, at the 
same time, a severe limitation to the detector acceptance. The angular cov
erage of 17° ~ 150° is just about the best we get, after intensive negotiations 
with accelerator physicists. The detector is also asymmetric and the forward 
direction is more heavily instrumented, because every particle is boosted in 
the forward direction. 

4.2.1 T rack ing Devices 

A vertex detector (SVD) is essential for the measurements of the time de
pendent CP violation phenomena. It comprises 300 fim thick silicon detec
tors of double-sided micro-strips and is expected to give oT^ ~ 6/im and 
cr2 — 16 ~ 40/tm. This must be placed as close to the beam line to obtain a 
good vertex resolution. Then, the beam pipe must be as small and thin as 
beam backgrounds allow. The designed configuration is shown in Fig. 4.6. 
The beam p ip e \s made an oval shape to avoid the intense synchrotron radi
ation background in the horizontal direction. Also the beam is designed to 
pass through the detector at an angle of 7.2 mrad horizontally with respect to 
the detector axis. This is to let the majority of synchrotron background pass 
through the interaction region without hitting the detector. The beam pipe 
at the interaction region is made of beryllium and water-cooled to absorb the 
heat generated by the beam passing. 

Outside of silicon, a precision drift chamber (PDC) is placed in order 
to detect low pt tracks and to give fast signals for track triggers. Cathode 
strips are placed on both inner and outer cylinder walls. They provide z 
information, which is important in reconstructing momenta and in rejecting 
backgrounds at the trigger level. Outside of the PDC, the central drift cham-
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heat generated by the beam passing. 
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Figure 4 4 Structures of endcaps and the scheme to support the beam line elements. 
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Detector 

Beam 

Pipe 

SVD 

PDC 

CDC 

KID 

TOF 

ECL 

Solenoid 

MUO 

Type 

Double Wall 

Be Pipe 

w/cooling 

Double 

Sided 

Si Strip 

Small Cell 

Drift 

Chamber 

Small Cell 

Drift 

Chamber 

RICH 

or 

Aerogel 

Scintillator 

Csl 

Super Con. 

Drift Tube 

or RPC 

Configuration 

Racetrack, r — 1.5 ~ 3.5cm 

l m m l B e + 500/tm lH2O 

+ 3 ( % m t Be 

r=2.2~7.5cm, 17 < B < 150° 

£, = 27 ~ 40 cm 

300 /u7i£, 3 layers 

50(100, 150)/«m pith in 4>{z) 

r=S.5-24.5cm,17 < 9 < 150° 

He(50%)/C2H6(50%) 

Anode: 13 layers 

Cathode: 4 layers 

r = 25 ~ 90 cm 

- 9 1 < - < 129 cm 

He(50%)/C2H6(50%) 

Anode: 42 layers 

Cathode: 1 layer 

Barrel: r = 90 ~ 120cm 

37 < 9 < 13S° 

Endcap: z = 135 ~ 162 cm 

Rad: LiF (1cm*) 

Barrel: n = 1.015 

5cm* 

Barrel: r = 120cm, t = 3m 

Endcap: z = - 1 0 0 & +170cm 

Barrel: r = 125 ~ 155cm 

34 < 6 < 136° 

~ 5.5 x 5.5 x 30cm3 

Endcap: 

z = - 1 3 1 and +lS3cm 

Cryostat r,nne,.=170cm 

(5cm Fe + det) x 6 (A'g) 

+ (20cm Fe + det) x 3 (/t) 

5 x 1 0 cm2 cell Al tube 

2mm gap, Ar/CiHio/Freon 

Readout 

<*>: 43.5K 

z: 43.5K 

A: 0.9K 

C: 2.3K 

A: S.6K 

C: 2.0K 

B: 145K 

E: 43K 

or 

590 x 2 

128 x 2 

336 

6912 

1344(f) 

1152(b) 

~ 3 K 

or ~ 6K 

Performance 

r.l.=0.5% 

ATouJer < 0.3° C 

art = Qfj-m 

az — 16 ~ AQfim 

&A, ~ 90/zm 

ar<i> = 100/zm 
acath _ 200 ~ UQOfim 

crfereo=2.4mm 

ar$ = 130/xm 

aftK = 200 ~ 1400/im 

3?ere0 = l.Smm 

(rpJpt = 0.5;j t©0.4% 

<?dE/dx = 6 % 

3cr TT/K separation 

at 3.5 GeV/c 

pthr(J<) = 2.S4 GeV/c 

ot = 100 psec 

at = 100 psec 

{1.3/VE + 0.7E™) 

8(0 .3 /£ ) % 

cp o i = 

(0.5/y/E+0.1)cm 

B=1T, uniformity=l% 

7r punch thru ~ 1% 

Table 4,2: KEK B-FACTORY DETECTOR 
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一lEeteω- Type Configuratioll Readout Performance 」

Beam Double ¥tVall Racetrack， 7・==1.5 '" 3.5cm 

Pipe Be Pipe lmmt Be+ 500μmt H20 r.1.=0.5% 

wfcooling +300Jtmt Be ムTouterく 0.30C

DoubIe 1・=2.:2"，7.5cm，17く Oく 150。

SVD Sided L = 2i '" 40 cm σTφ=6μm 

Si Strip 300μmt， 3 layers 。:43.5K σ= = 16 r-" 40μ171. 

50(100， 150)μm pith in O(z) Z: 43.5K σU. I"V 90μm 

Small Cell 1・=:8.5"，24.5c111，17::; e ::; 150。

PDC Dl'ift He(50%)jC2H6(59%) σTφ= 100μm 

Chamber Anode: 1:3 layers A: 0.9K σ;Ilth = 200 '" 1400μ7η 

Cathocle: 4 layers C: 2.3K s;tmo=2.4mm 

r::::: 25 rv 90 C111 σTφ= 130μm 

Small Cell -91くごく 129cm σ;αth = 200 "" 1400μm 

CDC Drift He( 50%)jC2H6(.50%) O"!tereo = l.Smm 

Chamber Anocle: 42 layers .A..: S.6K σp.!Pt == 0.5pt e 0.4% 
Cathocle: 1 laver C: 2.0K σdEldx = 6 % 

Barrel: r == 90 'v  120C111 

:3i :5 () :5 1:38。 B: 145K 

KID RICH Enclcap: z = 1:35 rv 162 C111 E: 43K 3σπ/K sepal' 

01' Racl: LiF (lC1111) 01' at 3.5 GeVjc 

Aerogel Barrel: n == 1.015 P伽(]()= 2.84 GeV /c 

0590 x :2 1らe'" 5 

5cl'nt 

TOF Scintillaも01' Barrel: r = 120cm， e = 3m 128 x 2 σt == 100 psec 

Enclcap: z =ー100& +170cm 336 σt = 100 psec 

Banel: r = 125 '" 15.5cm σE/E= 

:34く Oく1:36。 (1.3j-./E + 0.7Eo.3) 

ECL CsI "v  5.5 x .5..5 x :30cm.3 6912 @(0.3jE) % 

Endcap: 1344(f) σpos = 

z =-1:31 and +18:3cm 1152(b) (0..5んぽ+0.1) cm 

Solenoid Super Con. Cryostat l'mne，.=170cm B=1 T， uniformity=l % 

(5C111 Fe + det) x 6 (J(2) 
MUO Drift Tube + (20C111 Fe + clet) x 3 (μ) 

.5 x 10 cm2 cell Al tube '" 3K πpunch thr・U fV  1% 

01' RPC 21111 01' rv 6K 
ー

Table 4.~ 1くEKB-FACTORY DETECTOR 
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Figure 4.6: The Beam Pipe and the Vertex Detector 
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ber (CDC) is placed. In addition to the tracking information, it provides the 
dE/dx measurements. Helium based gas is used to reduce multiple scattering 
as much as possible for both PDC and CDC. 

4.2.2 Ca lo r ime te r a n d Pa r t i c l e Identif icat ion Devices 

A device to identify particles (KID meaning kaon id.) is to be placed outside 
of the CDC. Two choices exist; RICH (Ring Imaging CHerenkov counter) 
and aerogel. Time-of-flight (TOF) counters surround the KID, providing 
track trigger signals and TOF information. 

Electromagnetic calorimeter consists of about ten thousand blocks of 
CsI(Tl) crystal. This choice is essentially unique, because it must provide 
good enough energy resolutions down to an order of ten MeV. They are 
placed within the magnetic field of 1 T, so the readout is made through 
silicon photo-diodes. 

Outside of the superconducting magnet, muon chambers are placed inter
leaved in iron plates. By making the iron plates thin enough and employing 
RPC (Resistive Plate counters)at the inner part, it also Work as a KL catcher 
with a high efficiency (~ 63 %). 

4.2.3 E x p e c t e d P e r f o r m a n c e 

Expected performance of each of detector is summarized in Table 4.2. Fig. 4.7 
shows the momentum resolution expected, and Fig. 4.8 gives the capability 
of the ir/K separation with dE/dx of CDC, TOF and RlCH. 

Extensive simulation studies have been made with this detector. Table 4.3 
is the summary of expected accuracies for the angle measurements of the 
unitarity triangle. The error of sin fa is given by the following formula: 

6smfa=.\ -— -?r-——-?. (4.1) 
\ Nob! d(l-2u0 

Here d is the dilution factor which comes from the factor sin(Am • At) and 
the finite resolution of vertex measurements. By fitting the A2 distribution 
of simulated events, we obtain d = 0.53. 

The tagging efficiencies eu the probability of Wrong tagging w and the 
effective tagging efficiencies etjj = et(l - 2y>)2 are summarized in Table 4.4. 
N0bs and NBG represent the expected signal and background events, respec
tively, and Nobs is given by; 

Nobs = L-a{T{AS))-2f0-Br{B -> f)-Br(f -* obs. particles)•erec-e tag, (4.2) 

where, L is the integrated luminosity, <j(T(45)) = I.l5n6, /o = fir(T(45)) —» 

B°B ) = 0.45, and erec is the reconstruction efficiency for that process. 
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silicon photo-diocles. 

Outside of the superconducting magnet， rnUOn chambers are placed inter帽

leaved in iron plales. By making the iron plaLes thin enough and employing 
RPC (Resistive Plate counterれtthe inner part， it also work as a J{ L catcher 
with a high efficiency (rv 63 %). 

4.2.3 Expected Performance 

Expected pcrformance of each of detcctor is St1mmιE匂edin Table 4.2. Fig. 4.7 
shows the momentum resolution expected， and Fig. 4.8 gives the capability 
of the 1i / J( separation with dEJdx of CDC， TOF and IHCB. 

Extensive simulation studies have been made with t.his detector. Table 4.3 
is the summary of expected accuracies for the angle Itleasurements of the 
unitarity triangle. The error of sin 仇isgiven by the foIlowing formula: 

11+NBO/N伽 l
8 sin IJi == ¥! 一一一一一~ Nω d(l -2ω)' 

(4.1) 

Here d is the dilution factor which comes from the factor sin(.6.m . .6.t) and 
the finite resolution of vertex measurements. By fitting t.heムtdistribution 

of simulated events， we obtain d.= 0.53. 
The tagging efficiencies fb the probability of Wrong taggingωand the 

eπ'ective tagging efficiencies fej f三 f/(1-2刈2are surnrnarized in Table 4.4 
Nobs and N BG r児epresenもthe e邸xp戸cctも'ぷ，ed氏吋dsignal and background even も匂s，respec-
tively， and Nobs is given by; 

Nobs = L.σ(Y(4S))・210・BべE→ f).Br(J-l-obs. particles)'frec'ftag， (4.2) 

where， L is the integrated luminosity，σ(Y( 4S)) == 1.15nb，ん==Br(i(4S))→ 

BO~) == 0必， and frec is the reconstru仇 nefficier 
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fa 

fa 

fa 

fa 

decay 

mode 

1>Ks 

XciKs 

fKs 
(cc)Ks 

D+D~ 

7T + - -

final states 

£+£-7r°7r° 

i+e-i<L 

7r+7r-^+c'-7r+7r-
(hadrons)7r+7T-

(vis)2 h 

/i 7T 

7r , 7r + 7r -

7T + 7r~ 7T+ 7T~ 

Br(B) 

3.0 x 10-' 
3.0 x 10-' 
3.0 x 10-' 
1.2 x 10-3 

5.0( x 10-' 
3.0* x 10-' 
1.4 x 10-3 

5.0 x 10-' 

1.3 x 10-5 

6.0 x 10-5 

6.0 x 10-5 

Br(/) x erec 

0.095 x 0.61 
0.042 x 0.33 
0.140 x 0.34 
0,016 x 0.34 
0.026 x 0.45 
0.031 x 0.52 

0.0056 ° 

0.015 x 0.34 

1.00 x 0.7S 

• 1.00 x 0.43 

0.50 x 0.1S 

Nob, 

837 
201 
611 
314 
2S0 
231 
3S1 

125 

490 

1121 

457 

NBG 

0 

20 
75 

38 

112 

0 

252 
202 

35c 

24 lc 

918c 

5s'm2(f> 

O.0S1 

0.17 
0.099 

0.14 x c/± 

0.16 

0.15 

0.15 
0.33 

0.11 

0.07/4, 

0.17/c/, 

T a b l e a u Expected sensitivity for sin2<p; measurements with integrated luminosity of 

100 fb~l. For all modes, tagging efficiency ztag = 0.42, wrong tag fraction w = 0.09, 

dilution factor d = 0.53 are used. cL is the additional dilution due to CP mixture in 

the final state and ranges 1 ~ 2.7. dp = 2p/(l + />2), where p = \A{B -» f)/A(B -> / ) | . 

dp = 1 ~ 0.47 for p = 0.25 ~ 4. (a) sum for (cc) = TJC, I/>, XCO, and Xci- (b) sum of £>* —» 

K^Tt~TT=, A'"A'+7r±, and A's7r±7r+7i—. (c) continuum background is not included. 

decay mode 

B° ~* D°KS 

B± -> D°K± 

Br(B) 

5.0 x 10-5 

3.5 x 10"1 

final states 

D° -* A'*** 

D° -> A ' ^ r r 0 

D\ —» Ksu 

D° -* A'*** 
D° -» A^TT^T0 

Dx -> A'S7r° 
£>i —* A'sw 

Br(/) x eTec 

0.037 x 0.75 

0.119x0.56 

0.014 x 0.43 

0.019 x 0.44 

0.037 x 0.S3 
0.119 x 0.55 

0.014 x 0.43 

0.019 x 0.49 

etag 

0.42 

0.42 

self 
tag 
self 
tag 

Nobs 

238 

34 

4021 

652 

NBG 

214 

29 

176 

89 

^ 3
( o ) 

<25° 

< 15° 

Table45b Expected sensitivity for <f>3 measurements with integrated luminosity of 100 

fb~\ (a) with assumptions of 50° < 6D-8D < 150°, \A(B° -> D°KS)/A(B0 -» D°KS)\ 

> 0.25, and \A{B~ -» D°A'-)/A{B- -> D°K~)\ > 0.1. 

- 2 0 0 -

decay I1nal states Br(B) Bl'(f) X C:reC Nobs NBa O sin 2~ 

mode 

1pI¥S e+e-π+πー 3.0 X 10-01 0.095 x 0.61 837 。0.081 

1tJ(s e+e-π。π。 3.0 x 10-" 0.042 X 0.33 201 20 0.17 

ゆJ{r， e+e-J{L 3.0 X 10-4 0.140 x 0.34 611 75 0.099 。1 ~，](.。 e+e-π+πーπ。 1.2 X 10-3 0.016 x 0.34 314 38 0.14 x dみ

χCIJ( s γt干e-π+π 『 5.0 x 10-" 0.026 x 0.45 280 112 0.16 
a 

ゆ'1(5 π+π-e+e-π+πー 3.0 x 10-" 0.031 x 0..52 231 。0.15 

(ce)I<s (hadrons)π+πー 1.4 X 10-3 0.0056 a 381 252 0.15 

ゆ1 D+D- (ViS)2 h 5.0 X 10-'¥ 0.015 x 0.34 125 202 0.33 
ーds+ーjj- ii+iiー 1.:3 x 10-5 1.00 x 0.78 490 35' 0.11 

4>7. p土π平 r.日.π 平'πー 6.0 X 10-5 . 1.00χ0.43 1121 241C 0.07 jdp 

α土π=F ー+πーπ+π 6.0 X 10-5 0.50 x 0.18 4.57 918C 0.17jdp 

Table斗:30.Expected sensitivity [01' sin2ctj mcasurements with integl'叫edluminosity of 

100 jb-1 • For all 111ocles， tagging efficiency t:.tag = 0.42， wl'ong tag fl'action w' = 0.09， 

dilution factor d = 0.5:3 al'e tlsed. d土 isthe additional dilution due to CP mixture in 

the final state and ranges 1 "" 2.7. clp = 2pj(1 + p2)， whel'e p = IA(E→f)IA(B→1)1. 

dp = 1 f'V O.4i fol' P = 0.25 '" 4. (a) 51¥111 fo1' (ce) =可c，ψ:Xco， and Xcl・(b)sum of D土→

]{平π士π士， ]{-]{+π士， and ]{sπ土π+r.-.(c) continuum background is not included. 

decav mode Br(B) fil1al states Br(f) X C:reC C:tag Nobs NBa a<T3(a) 

D。→]{土π平 0.037 X 0.7.5 

BO・→ DOJ{s 5.0 X 10-5 D。→ ]{土π亨π。 0.119 X 0.56 0.42 238 214 

Dl→ Ksr.O 0.014 x 0.43 ~ 25。

Dl→ ].;sω 0.019 x 0.44 0.42 34 29 

D。→ λ'土π平 0.037 X 0.83 self 
B土→ DOJ{土 3.5 X 10--1 D。→ λ'土π平π。 0.119 x 0..5.5 tag 4021 176 

Dl→ ]¥'srrO 0.014 x 0.4:3 self ~ 150 

Dl→ 1¥sω 0.019 x 0.49 tag 652 89 

Table4.3b Expectecl sensitivity 1'01・ ~3 measurements with integrated luminosity of 100 

jb- 1• (a) with asst1mptions of 500 < DD-DDく 150ヘIA(B。→ fjOJ{s)jA(B。→ DOJ{s)I 
> 0.25， and IA(B-→ tJOX-)jA(B-→ DO J¥-)I > 0.1. 
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Figure 4.7: The Expected Momentum Resolution 

tagging mode 
K± with RICH 
e*,/** ( p > 1.4 GeV) 
v*1,!^ (Plow) + Pmissing large 
missing 
all combined 

Cf 

0.379 
0.116 
0.152 
0.066 
0.575 

w 
0.101 
0.040 
0.174 
0.149 
0.095 

eeff 

0.241 
0.098 
0.065 
0.033 
0.377 

Table 4.4: Tagging methods 
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Figure 4.7: The Expected Momentum Resolution 

tagging mode εt w Ee!f 
K土 withRICH 0.379 0.101 0.241 
e土，μ土 (p>1.4 GeV) 0.116 0.040 0.098 

e土，μ土 (Plo凶)+ Pmissing lal'・ 0.152 0.174 0.065 
missing DC.)土 0.066 0.149 0.033 
all combined 0.575 0.095 0.377 

Table 4.4: Tagging methods 
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Momentum (GeV/c) 

Figure 4.8: K / TT Separation Capabilities with dE/dx, TOF and RICH 

4.3 Expected Schedule 

When it is funded next fiscal year, as sincerely hoped, the machine and detec
tor^) will be completed some time in JFY 1998. Currently, an experimental 
group is being formed and an "expression of interest" is to be submitted by 
February 1994. 
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Figure 4.8: 1< j 71" Separation Capabilities with dEjdx， TOF and RICH 

4.3 Expected Sched ule 

When it is funded next fiscal year，出 sincerelyhoped， the machine and detec-
tor(s) will be completed some time in JFY 1998. Currently， an experimental 
group is being formed and an“expression of interest" isもobe submitted by 
February 1994. 
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5 Summary 
A hope is high that the KEK B factory is just about to be funded. It is 
an asymmetric energy c + e" collider (3.5 GeV x 8 GeV). The asymmetric 
energy is essential in measuring the time dependence of CP violation asym
metry, which enables the extraction of angles of the unitarity triangle. The 
initial design luminosity of the accelerator is 2 • 1033cm~2s~1 and eventually 
upgraded to 103'1 cm~2s~l. 

The current plan uses the most of the existing VENUS detector, but the 
detectors inside are completely replaced. We are confident that the designed 
detector is capable of exploiting the exciting physics possibilities offered by 
such a machine. 

There are lots of subjects to contribute both theoretically and experimen
tally. Please join the effort in this new adventure. 
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Appendix A Mi 2 and T12 in the B°B° system 

The experimental information on Mu comes from the B°B mixing measure
ment. The ratio of events of the same sign di-leptons to those of the opposite 
ones is related to the oscillation (mixing) parameter x, 

jV++ + N~~ x2 

N+- =wr^r0M±0M- lA-1J 

From this relation, the "oscillation parameter" X is given by 

* = -=? = 2!A/,2|rs = 0.69 ± 0.17. (A.2) 

Then, knowing the TB, 

Mi2 K 1.8 • 10-10 exp(i^A/) MeV. (A.3) 

This number can be used to limit the allowed range in p — ?/ plane. 

Li theoretical calculation, the dominant contribution to Mn comes from 
the top quark exchange in the box diagram, and the effective Hamiltonian 
can be written as 

H*" = i l & C V a W m ? ^ ^ - ) : *7,(1 - 75)W 7 M (1 - 7s)& : (A.4) 

The function F{x) is first derived by Inami and Lim [2^] and given by 

n/ % 1/-. 3 — 9a* 6x2lna;. , . „. 
f ( l ' = J(1+(^T)T+(^T);). <A-5> 

which is a slowly decreasing function of x, and takes values 1, 3/4 and 1/4 
for x =0, 1, and oo respectively. 

Then Mu is given as 

§,{vt'dvtb?m^w M12 = ^ - ( V t ; y t 6 ) 2 m ^ ( - f )mBJlBBr,B 

(A.6) 

The parameters BB and / B appearing in the equation are defined as 
follows. 

<0|3vY5&|5°(p)>=ipM/B, (A-7) 
and 

< 5°(p)|fe(l-75)&)2 |B°(p) > = BB < fl0(p)|27jl(l-fe)&|0 >< 0 |37M(1-75)6 |B°(P) > 
(A.S) 

The evaluation of these parameters and the QCD correction T]B are made 
in Appendix B. 
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ment. The r叫ioof cvcnts ofもhesamc sign di-Ieptons to those ofもheopposite 

oncs is related to the oscillation (mixing) parameter x， 

N++ + N-- x2 

一一一一一一=一一一一一一 =0.16土0.04.
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From this relatiot1， the“oscillation parameter" X is given by 

x=半三2!ル肋'8= 0.69土0.17

Then， knowing the TB， 

lVJ12 ~ 1.8・10-10exp(i伽)MeV. 

This number can be used to limit the aIlowed range in p -17 plane. 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

b theorctical calculation， the dominant contribution to A112 comes from 
the top quark exchange in the box diagram， and the effective Hami1tonian 
can be wriもtenas 

fづ2U'" ___.__." ，，___ rγヲ

民Jf=訪問¥'Ib?m;F'(日本):ehA1-γs)白川(1-/s)b : (A.4) 

The function F'( x) is first derived by lnami and Lim [29] and given by 

1 _ _ 3 -9x 6x21n x 
F(x) =ー(1+一一一+一一 1~)， 

(x-1)2 いーリ
(A.5) 

which is a slowly decreasing function of x， and takes values 1， 3/4 and 1/4 
for x =0， 1， and ∞respectively. 

Then M12 is given as 

~2 _2 

M12 = ご F"(~d Ytb?m; F(ヱ与)mBJ~BB"'B
12π2 ‘ mIv 

(A.6) 

The parameters BB and J8 appearing in the equation are defined as 

follows. 

く olef-)JL/Sblず(p)>三 iPJLfB， (A.7) 

and 

く BO(p)1(ゐμ(1一IS)b)21ず(p)>三 BB< BO(p)ldiA1一，s)bIO>く 01万九(1一，s)blず(p)> 
(A.8) 

The evaluation of these parameters and the QCD correction T7B are made 

in Appendix B. 
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Next, we try to estimate the value of I \2 . Here, only kinematically allowed 
states contribute in the intermediate state and 

111 ~ 37r mb „ m-2 
Mu 2F{m2

t/m
2
w) m2 n irn2. (A.9) 

Hence the contribution of r12 can be neglected, which is the main differ
ence from the K-system. 

A p p e n d i x B p-77 p l ane 

The parameters defined in Appendix A are estimated to be 

JB = 140 ± 25MeV (B decay constant) 

BB = 0.S5 ± 0.10 ("Bag correction") 

T)B =•- 0.55 (QCD correction). (B.l) 

Using these relations, we obtain the constraint, 

r M ( ( l - , ) a + i7a) 'N 
F{^~) = (139 ± Z2)GeV (B.2) 

mw 

The CP violation parameter e in the K system has been measured to be 
e = (2.26 ± 0.02) • 10~3. It is expressed in terms of the CKM elements as 
follows. 

e = ^ZA2BKr][rlzS{wc,Wt) - rjiWcF(wc) + r)2A
2\4(l - p)wtF(wt)], (B.3) 

where wc = m^/Mw, wt = rn2/M2
v and 

s(».„) s xyI( I + 5 ^ - ~y)^+<««v) - ifrr^rrrt'-
(B.4) 

We take BK = 2/3 ± 1/6,mc = l.bGeV and the QCD correction factors, 
7/1 =0.S5,772 = 0.61,7/3 = 0.36. 

Another important parameter i?e(e'/e) is parameterized as follows for 
75 < m£ < 250GeV 

Re(e'/e) = (0.19 ± 0.09) • l O ^ Y [1 - °'46( j o ^ ^ y " °'7)2]- ( R 5 ) 

The experimental value is 

JRe(e'/e) = (2 .2±l . l ) -10- 3 . (B.6) 

These give the constraints shown in the Fig. 2.2. . 
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Next， we try to estimate the value of r 12・Here，only kinematically allowed 
states contribute in the intermediate state and 

2L~3πm~ ~ 10-2. 

lVh2 -2F(mUm'fv) m~ 
(A.9) 

Hence the contribution of f 12 can be neglected， which is the main differ-
ence froll1 the K-system. 

Appendix B p-ηplane 

The parameters def1ned in Appendix A are estimated to be 

fB = 140土25MeV (B decay constant) 

BB = 0.85土0.10 (“Bag c∞or町rection♂)

ワ柏B= 0 お (QCD c∞or口rection吋)ト. 

Using these re]ations， we obtain the constraint， 

(B.1) 

22l  m? 
mtA((1-py十ポ)¥1F(ご;) = (139土 32)GeV (B.2) 

，，.~V 

The CP violation parameter E in the J( systell1 has been measured to be 
E = (2.26土 0.02)・10-3.It is expressed in terll1s of the CKM elements as 
follows. 

E = 4.33A2BJ¥η[η3S(ω引 ωd一η1叩 cF(ωc)+η2A2入4(1_p)ωtF(ωdJ， (B.3) 

whereωc = m~/ルfゐ， ωt = m;JルIゐand

1 3 3 ， ln y 
S(x，y)三 xy[(一+一一一一一一一一寸)一一+(x付 y)一

4 '2(1-y) 4い-uJ U -z 4(1-z)(1-u) 
(B.4) 

We take Bl¥ = 2/3土 1/6，mc= 1.5GeV and the QCD correcもionfactors， 
η1 = 0.85，772 = 0.61， 1}3 = 0.36. 

Another important parameter Re( f.' /ε) is parameterized as fol1ows for 
75 ~ mt :::; 250GeV 

Re(f.' /ε) = (0.19土0.09)・10-2Aγ[l-OA6(-2L一一0.7)2]. (B.5) 
100GeV 

The experimental value is 

Re(ε'/ε) = (2.2土1.1)・10-3. (B.6) 

These give the constraints shown in the Fig. 2.2. . 
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Figure C.l: Penguin process 

Appendix C Trapping penguin through isospin 
analysis 

We consider the decay B —* TTT. The isospin considered here is not the weak 
isospin as currently more popular, but the traditional one for the strong 
interaction. Only I — 0 and 7 = 2 states are allowed in 7r7r system, because 
of the Bose-Einstein statistics. The penguin amplitude is A7 = ~, because b 
quarks and gluons carry no isospin (fig. C.l). Then the 7 = 2 final state is 
not polluted with the penguin. 

By denoting the amplitude of the 7 = 2(0) final state by A2(A0), and 
defining, as in section 2.5.2, 

A+0 = A(5+ -> TT+TT0) 

A+~ = A(B|}-»*+*-) 

A00 = A(B°d -» T T V ) , (C.l) 

(C2) 

we obtain, after working out the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, 

A+0 = 3A2 

— T = A ^ = A2 - AQ 

A00 = 2 A 2 + A 0 . (C.3) 

(C4) 

Or combining these, we obtain the triangular relation; 

~A+~ + A00 = A+ 0 . (C5) 

We define corresponding amplitudes for anti B mesons by A. 

A~° = A(B7^7r -7r° ) 

A+~ = A{B°d -» TT+TT) 

A°° = A(B°d -» T T V ) . (C.6) 

(C.7) 
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Figure C.l: Penguin process 

Appendix C Trapping penguin through isospin 

analysis 

We consider the decay B → ππ. Thc isospin considered here is not the weak 
isospin as current1y more popular， but the traditional one for the strong 
interaction. Only 1 = 0 and 1 = 2 states are allowed in ππsystem， because 
of吐leBo持 Eins同instatisti此 Thepenguin amplitude is企1= !， because b 
quarks and gluons carry no isospin (fig. C.l). Then the 1 = 2 final state is 
not polluted with the penguin. 

By denot~ng the amplitude of the 1 = 2(0)五nalstate by Az(Ao)， and 
defining， as in section 2.5.2， 

A+O
三 A(Bt→π+π日)

A+ー三 A(B~ → π+ 7r-)

AOO 三 A(B~ → π0π。)，

we obtain， after working out the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients， 

A+O = 3Az 
1 ムー = A2 - Ao 一'~A~ ー

d Aoo=2A2+Ao-

Or combining these， we obtain the triangular relationj 

表A+-+ AOO = A+o 

We define corresponding amplitudes for anti B mesons by A. 

A-O
三 A(B;→π-11"0)

ヌ+ー三 A(B~ → π+ 11"-)

五00 三 A(司→ π0π0).
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<P^= to/fSr / 

ti 4+° = X0 

Figure C.2: Isospin analysis for the decay B° —> 7rx 

Then, 

v/2 
A' + A°°=X (C.8) 

Further, we define A = exp(2i^t) • A, where ^, is the CKM phase for the 
tree diagram. As the penguin amplitude docs not contribute to A*0 nor A~ , 
so A+0 = A , which allows the measurement of the angle ^+~ with four-fold 
ambiguities. Then we can derive the desired siu2<#2 as shown in Fig. C.2. 

The penguin trapping through this method may not be so simple, though. 
Although, we do not have to measure the time evolution o^-the process B\ —> 
7r°7r°, but still we have to tag if it is JB° or Bd . Further, the branching fraction 
for this process may be much smaller because of the "color suppression". If it 
is negligibly small, then we do not have to worry about the penguin pollution, 
anyway. So it is still important to measure this decay mode. 
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Figure C.2: Isospin analysis for the decay B~ → ππ 

Then， 

タ-+ jf>o == AO (C.8) 

Further， we dcfine A三 exp(2i仇).A， where仇isthe CKM phase for the 

tree diagram. As the penguin amplitude docs not contribute to A+o nor A-
o
， 

50 A+O三フ(-0，which allows the measurement of the angleゆ+-with four-fold -
ambiguities. Then we can derive the desired sin 2</12 as shown in Fig. C.2. 

The penguinもrappingthroughもhismethod may noもbe50 sirnple，もhough.
Although， we do IlOt have to measure the time evolution 0ナtheprocess B~ → 
π0π0， but still we have to tag if it is B~ or可.Further， the brancl叫 fradion
for this proce5s may be much smaller because of the “color 5uppre5sion". If it 
is neg1igibly small， then we do noもhaveto worry abouもthepenguin pollution， 
anyway. So it is stiI1 important to measure this decay mode. 
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